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US Rate Cut in
three weeks a
Racing
Certainty

I

t is now the received market
wisdom that a US rate cut in July
is now all but certain. In fact the
Market in its wisdom is now pricing
in 4 rate cuts through 2020. Once
upon a time, The Markets were
characterised as ‘’Bond Vigilantes’’
and in an extraordinary Volte-Face
the Bond Vigilantes have morphed
into Pussy Cats. US Core CPI is at
2.1%, Unemployment is at 3.7%,
GDP growth at 2.4%, Consumer
Credit is growing at +5% annualised and US Stock Markets have
punched clean through to Fresh

All Time Highs. In fact, it is being
reported that Chinese Journalists
have been proscribed from comparing the US and Chinese Stock
Markets. This is indeed a quite
incredible moment in monetary
policy making where the markets
have led Policy Makers by the
nose into a situation of ‘’Voodoo
Economics’’ plain and simple. The
Violence of the Financial Repression has forced interest rates
deeper into negative territory in
many parts of the World and spilled
over into Frontier markets where
Kenya’s Eurobonds have served
up a mouth-watering 20% gain in
the first Half. The Impulse has been
so violent it has overwhelmed
just about every other calculation.
President Trump has been bashing
the Federal Reserve Chairman and
at least did not summarily dismiss
him like Reccip Tayyip Erdogan
summarily dismissed his Central
Bank Chief a few short days ago
but the net effect is the same, The
Populists are now in charge, Central
Bankers are now doing the bidding
of their ‘’Leaders’’ and Erdoganomics [where if Trump lays sanctions on Turkey for the purchase of
the Russian S-400 Missile Defence
Syste, the economy could crumble
like a stale biscuit] might well be
the Precursor for where this all
ends up. The ‘’Parrot’’ is as dead as

it was in the Monte Python sketch
Mr. Praline: Never mind that, my
lad. I wish to complain about this
parrot what I purchased not half an
hour ago from this very boutique.
Owner: Oh yes, the, uh, the
Norwegian Blue...What’s,uh...
What’s wrong with it?
Mr. Praline: I’ll tell you what’s
wrong with it, my lad. ‘E’s dead,
that’s what’s wrong with it!
Owner: No, no, ‘e’s uh,...he’s
resting.
Mr. Praline: Look, matey, I know
a dead parrot when I see one, and
I’m looking at one right now.
Owner: No no he’s not dead,
he’s, he’s restin’! Remarkable bird,
the Norwegian Blue, idn’it, ay?
Beautiful plumage!
Mr. Praline: The plumage don’t
enter into it. It’s stone dead.
Owner: Nononono, no, no! ‘E’s
resting!
Mr. Praline: All right then, if he’s
restin’, I’ll wake him up! (shouting at
the cage) ‘Ello, Mister Polly Parrot!
I’ve got a lovely fresh cuttle fish for
you if you show...
(owner hits the cage)
Owner: There, he moved!
Mr. Praline: No, he didn’t, that
was you hitting the cage!
Owner: I never!!
Mr. Praline: Yes, you did!
Owner: I never, never did
anything...

Specifically, with respect to the
United States, stoking up the Fire
with rate cuts is a very dangerous
situation because according to my
calculations, the FED will need to
be raising rates into the Election,
something that will turn Trump
apoplectic I am sure.
Further afield and Interestingly.
Singapore has been caught up in
the US China Trade War cross fire.
Gross domestic product in the
export-reliant city state shrank
an annualized 3.4% in the second
quarter from the previous three
months, the biggest decline since
2012. Singapore is an outward facing Economy [unlike the US which
is much more inward facing] and
therefore this slowdown funk was
predicted and predictable. Staying
in that Part of the World Hu Xijin
[who tweets Xi Jinping’s thoughts
in real time - a level of Freedom
that no Chinese Journalist or Media has] has been expressing his
unhappiness about developments
in Taiwan.
‘’US-Taiwan ties breaching
previous restrictions seems to be
the trend. China increasing military
pressure on Taiwan to suppress
secessionists will also be a trend.
These two trends will mutually
provoke and confront, becoming
top risk that could trigger military
clash in TW Strait’’ tweeted.

The Taiwan Strait is a part of the
Geopolitical Hot Spot of Straits
which also includes the Strait of
Hormuz where last week according
to a UK Government Spokesman
“Three Iranian vessels attempted
to impede the passage of a commercial vessel, British Heritage,
through the Strait of Hormuz HMS
Montrose was forced to position
herself between the Iranian vessels
and British Heritage and issue verbal warnings to the Iranian vessels,
which then turned away.”
Its interesting how these Global
and geo-economic chokepoints are
flaring.
The UAE’s MBZ has bailed out
on MBS’ Yemen war where the
Kingdom sure is bleeding the Houthis but is bleeding in return. How
MBS will extract the Kingdom from
this unwinnable War is as much a
mystery as is the Orb that appeared in the Painting Salvatori Mundi
[a Painting that MBS bought for
$550m] and in Trump’s first visit to
the Kingdom.
We might yearn for President
John Magufuli’s more simple World.
He urged Tanzania’s women to ‘set
[their] ovaries free’ to have more
babies to boost the economy.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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Kisumu Oil Jetty game changer
for petroleum exports – KPC
High tariffs, taxes and bad business modules affecting the country’s exports

MARTIN MWITA
@mwitamartin

Kenya Pipeline Company (KPC) is
now counting on the new Sh1.7 billion Kisumu Oil Jetty and improved
infrastructure at its Eldoret depot to
grow its petroleum export market
in the region.
This is in the wake of increased
competition from the Central Corridor which connects the region’s
landlocked countries to the Port of
Dar es Salaam (Tanzania), to which
Kenya has lost about 20 per cent of
its export business in recent years.
The KPC management is now hoping the Kisumu jetty becomes operational by end of this year to help it
recapture the lost business.
The facility’s construction commenced in June 2017 with the
contractor–Southern Engineering
Company (SECO) handing over to
KPC on February 28 last year, after
completion.
However for KOJ to become fully
operational, there has to be counterpart oil jetties at various lake ports
ready to safely receive and discharge
products into bulk oil terminals.
Uganda is the biggest bet for Kenya

as it is developing two facilities one
in Jinja by the Uganda National Oil
Company (UNOC) and One Petroleum, while Mahathi Infra Services
is expected to set up a facility at Bukasa Inland Port.
Kenyan authorities are now hoping Uganda will fast track completion of the projects to create an
efficient and commercially viable
integrated marine fuel transportation system for the region.
“Uganda said they will be ready by
end of this year. For us we are ready,
if you give us a barge (small tankers)
today, we will fill it,” KPC Chairman
John Ngumi told The Star yesterday.
A team from Kenya, led by KPC
general manager infrastructure, visited Uganda between June 11-12 to
see the progress.
“There is much progress especially
after the government did away with
an exclusive deal it had given Mahati. One Petroleum in partnership
with the Uganda National Oil are
refurbishing a vessel which they
plan to use for a dry run test,” KPC
general manager strategy Disterius
Nyandika told the Star on Phone.
On Friday, KPC’s Kisumu acting
depot manager Paul Mibei said oil
marketers and private logistic firms
have signaled readiness to com-

Kisumu depot acting manager Paul Mibei explains the KOJ functionalities/ COURTESY

mence using the facility, which is
expected to deliver petroleum
products to Uganda, Rwanda into
Burundi, Eastern DRC and parts of
Tanzania.
KPC has two major facilities in the
Western region–the Eldoret depot
and Kisumu depot with storage capacities of 48 million litres and 45
million litres respectively.

Uganda remains Kenya’s top export market for imported oil products (super petrol, diesel, kerosene
and Jet A 1-aviation fuel).
“Seventy per cent of our exports go
to Uganda. We are keen to maintain
that market and even grow it further
not only for Uganda but the entire
region,” said Fridah Kirui, senior
customer relations officer– Eldoret.

IF YOUR MEETING
IS TOO BIG,
REPURPOSE IT
Maybe you sent the meeting
invite to too many people.
Maybe you were surprised by
how many folks showed up.
Whatever the reason, what do
you do when a meeting is way
bigger than you expected?
Try shifting the purpose of
the meeting to match its size.
If you have more than eight
people, don’t attempt to solve
a problem or make a decision;
those tasks are much easier
in smaller groups. If you have
18 or fewer, turn the meeting
into a brainstorming session
for an issue that needs to be
resolved. And if you have more
than 18, you’re best off using
the time as an informationsharing session. Alternatively,
you could try brainstorming
with a large group by dividing
people into small teams. At
the end of the meeting, one
person from each team can
report back to the larger
audience, keeping things
organized and efficient. Of
course, if a meeting just seems
too unwieldy, don’t forget two
other options: canceling it or
ending it early.

